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The NA48/2 collaboration has accumulated 66 000 semi-leptonic charged kaon decaysK± →
π0π0e±ν , increasing the world available statistics by several orders of magnitude. Background

contamination at the one percent level and very goodπ0 reconstruction allow the first accurate

measurement of the decay Branching Fraction and Form Factor. The achieved precision makes

possible the observation of small effects such as a deficit ofevents at lowπ0π0 invariant mass

which can be explained by charge exchange rescattering effects in theππ system below the 2mπ+

threshold.
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1. Introduction

Results of a detailed study of 1.1 millionK± → π+π−e±ν decays (denotedK+−
e4 ) has been

reported at this conference [1], based on publications by the NA48/2 experiment [2, 3]. This
study is now complemented by the analysis of a large, although smaller, sample of66 000K± →
π0π0e±ν decays (denotedK00

e4 ). Very limited information is available from studies of a total of 37
observedK00

e4 events in three different experiments [4, 5, 6] combined in a branching ratio value of
(2.2±0.4)×10−5 [7] and a constant form factor value|Vus| ·F = 1.49±0.13. The more recent
experiment E470 at KEK [8] observed about 210 such decays from stopped kaons in an active target
but this result was affected by large systematic uncertainties which hindered its gain in statistical
precision.

On the theoretical side, isospin symmetry properties predict a relation between the partial
rates of theKl4 decays in charged and neutral kaons modes:Γ(K+−

l4 ) = 1
2Γ(K0±

l4 )+2Γ(K00
l4 ) where

l = e,µ andK0±
l4 denotes theK0 → π0π±l∓ν decay mode. The first two partial rates are measured

with 1−2% relative precision while the last one is known within 18% only. Predictions have also
been reported from Chiral Perturbation Theory calculations [9] using the form factor descriptions
available from the firstK+−

e4 experiment with sizable statistics [10]. Using the leading partial wave
contribution to the decay amplitude, the branching ratio value is predicted to be BR(K00

e4 ) = (2.01±
0.11)×10−5, where the 5% relative error comes from the form factors experimental precision in
[10].

Preliminary precise measurements have been obtained by the NA48/2 experiment and are re-
ported here.

2. Beam and detector performances

The beam and experimental setup has been already described severaltimes at this conference
[11]. Full details can be found in [12]. The important detector componentsfor this analysis are:
• a magnetic spectrometer consisting of a dipole magnet surrounded by two setsof drift chambers
achieving a momentum resolutionσ(p)/p = (1.02⊕0.044 p)% (p in GeV/c);
• a 27 radiation length liquid krypton calorimeter (LKr) measuring electromagneticenergy deposits
and identifying electrons through theirE/p ratio (the energy resolution achieved isσ(E)/E =

(3.2/
√

E ⊕9.0/E ⊕0.42)% (E in GeV) and the space resolution for isolated showers isσx = σy =

(0.42/
√

E ⊕0.06) cm);
• a two plane segmented scintillator hodoscope triggering the detector readouton charged track
topologies with a time resolution of∼150 ps;
• a two-level trigger logic selecting events with at least one track giving hits in the two hodoscope
planes and energy deposits in the LKr calorimeter consistent with at least 2 photons, and not con-
sistent with the decay of a 60 GeV/c kaon decayK± → π+π0.

3. Formalism and event selection

Four-body decays are fully described by five kinematic variables. The presence of two identi-
cal particles in the final state reduces the number of variables to three: the squared invariant masses
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of the dipionSπ = M2
π0π0 and dileptonSe = M2

eν , and the angleθe of the electron in the dilepton rest
frame with respect to the line of flight of the dilepton in the kaon rest frame. Asthe dipion system
can only have isospinI = 0 and orbital momentuml = 0, only one form factor (Fs) enters in the
decay amplitude expression and the cosθe distribution does not carry any particular information.

TheK00
e4 candidates are reconstructed from one charged particle measured in thespectrometer

and four photons, identified from their energy deposits in the LKr calorimeter, and forming two
π0s pointing to the same decay vertex. The kinematic separation of the signal candidates from the
abundantK± → π0π0π± decays (denotedK00

3π ) with a similar final state topology is obtained by
requiring missing mass and and missing transverse momentum in theπ0π0π± decay hypothesis
(Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Reconstructed(M3π −MK , pt) plane for the signalK00
e4 candidates (left) and the same topology

K00
3π candidates (right).M3π is the reconstructed three pion invariant mass andMK the nominal kaon mass.

Signal events are selected outside an ellipse centered on the nominal kaon mass and 5 MeV/c pt , with semi-
axes of 15 MeV/c2 and 30 MeV/c2 respectively (black contour).K00

3π candidates are required to be located
inside an ellipse with same center but with semi-axes of 10 MeV/c2 and 20 MeV/c2 respectively (smaller
red contour enlarged in the right plot). Note the linear color scale of the left plot and the logarithmic color
scale of the right plot.

Extra requirements of electron identification are then applied:
• charged track momentum larger than 5 GeV/c;
• E/p ratio of associated energyE, measured in the LKr calorimeter, and momentump, measured
in the spectrometer, between 0.9 and 1.1;
• properties of associated LKr shower consistent with the electron hypothesis.

The background toK00
e4 candidates is threefold:

• K00
3π decay with the charged pion faking an electron response in the LKr calorimeter;

• K00
3π decay followed byπ± → e±ν decay (∼ 8% of theseπ± subsequently decay, mostly toµ±ν

while BR(πeν) = 1.23×10−4);
• accidental coincidence of another kaon decay with an additional track orphoton resulting in the
same final state topology as the signal.

The first and third contributions are measured from data studies while the second source,
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including a genuine electron, is estimated form a dedicated simulation. The background (B) to
signal (S) ratio is: B/(S+B) = 1.07% with individual contributions from the three identified sources
of 0.71%,0.12% and 0.24%, respectively.

4. Form factor measurement

The differential rate in the plane(Sπ ,Se) is proportional toF2
s . It is compared, after back-

ground subtraction, to the same distribution obtained from a simulation using a constant form
factor and taking into account acceptance, resolution, trigger efficiency and radiative effects in the
2-dimensional plane. For this purpose, a detailed GEANT3-based [13] Monte Carlo simulation is
used. It includes full detector geometry, material description and local detector imperfections. Ra-
diative effects include real photon emission at the decay vertex and are simulated using the program
PHOTOS [14].

The data and simulated samples are distributed over a grid of(11×10) equally populated bins
in the dimensionless variablesq2 = Sπ/4m2

π+ −1 andSe/4m2
π+ . The firstq2 bin (below the 2mπ+

threshold and therefore withq2 < 0 values) contains 6 000 events and is further divided into two
equal population boxes. The ratio of the data and simulation distributions is displayed in Figure 2
projected on theq2 axis and normalized to unity atq2 = 0 without prior assumption of its variation
which shows a cusp-like shape at the 2mπ+ threshold.
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Figure 2: Ratio of Data and simulated distributions along theq2 axis. The line is a polynomial fit to the data
points withq2 > 0 and is extrapolated below the threshold to emphasize the observed deficit of events. The
normalizationfs is imposed by constraining the ratio to unity at threshold.

Fits are then performed in the 2-dimensional plane to determine the coefficientsof a series
expansion parameterization ofFs, minimizing aχ2 estimator summed over bins withq2 > 0. Two
parameterizations have been considered:

Fs = fs + f ′s ·q2 + f ′′s ·q4 , (4.1)

Fs = fs + f ′s ·q2 + f ′′s ·q4 + f ′e ·Se/4m2
π+ . (4.2)

Systematic uncertainties include possible effects from fit procedure, reconstruction, trigger
efficiency corrections, acceptance, background and electron-identification control, and radiative
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events modeling. Fit results are listed in Table 1 and displayed in Figure 3 together with the results
obtained in theK+−

e4 analysis [2].

Table 1: Fits results in the 2-dimensional plane(q2,Se/4m2
π+). The improved normalizedχ2 value sup-

ports the additionalFs variation withSe. When using (4.1), the correlation between the fit parametersis
−0.954. For (4.2), the correlation between theq2 slope and curvature is−0.946 and the correlations with
theSe/4m2

π+ slope are 0.189 and−0.063 respectively. Preliminary systematic uncertainties are quoted for
the most elaborate fit.

parameterization Eq. (4.1) Eq. (4.2)

f ′s/ fs 0.110±0.032stat 0.136±0.033stat ±0.015syst

f ′′s / fs −0.051±0.039stat −0.060±0.039stat ±0.015syst

f ′e/ fs − 0.110±0.024stat ±0.022syst

χ2/nd f 1.22 (8% probability) 0.97 (54% probability)
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Figure 3: Form factor fitted parameters using (4.2) in the three 2-dimensional planes (red 68% CL contours).
Values obtained in theK+−

e4 analysis are displayed as well (black 68% CL contours) in good agreement with
the preliminaryK00

e4 results. Errors are statistical only.

A possible interpretation of the cusp-like shape of theF2
s form factor near the 2mπ+ threshold

is the effect of final state charge exchange scattering in theK+−
e4 mode, similarly to that observed

in theM2
π0π0 distribution analysis of theK00

3π decay [15]. The interference between the unperturbed
amplitude and the scattering amplitude (imaginary above threshold, real and negative below) at
one-loop [16] is sufficient to explain the shape and size of the deficit of events observed in Figure
2. Further investigations will be performed before finalizing these preliminaryresults.
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5. Branching ratio measurement

The branching ratio is measured relative to the abundant modeK00
3π which presents the same

topology as theK00
e4 signal mode and is recorded concurrently through the same trigger logic,

minimizing systematic effects which partially cancel between signal and normalization:

BR(K00
e4 ) =

Ns −Nb

Nn
· An εn

As εs
·BR(n),

whereNs,Nb,Nn are the numbers of signal, background and normalization candidates,As andεs

(An and εn) are the geometrical acceptance and trigger efficiency for the signal (normalization)
sample, respectively. The normalization branching ratio BR(n) = (1.761±0.022)% is the world
average [7]. The normalization mode has been studied extensively by NA48/2 [15, 17]. TheK00

3π
candidates follow the signal event selection (Sec.3) apart from the kinematic cut in the plane(M3π −
MK , pt) (Figure 1) and the electron-identification, replaced by a pion-identification(charged track
momentum larger than 5 GeV/c). Acceptances are obtained from the simulation (∼ 4% for the
normalization mode,∼ 2% for the signal mode) and include the detailed description of form factors
as measured by NA48/2. Trigger efficienciesεs andεn are similar (∼ 97%) and determined from
control data samples. A total of 66 000 signal candidates, 708 background events and 94· 106

normalization events are used for the branching ratio measurement. Systematicuncertainties take
into account the control of acceptance, form factors description, background estimate, trigger cuts,
particle identification and radiative events modeling. Simulation statistics and trigger efficiency
precision are of statistical origin. The preliminary value is obtained as the combination of ten
statistically independent samples (Figure 4), each collected within stable data taking conditions:

BR(K00
e4 ) = (2.585±0.010stat ±0.010syst ±0.032ext)×10−5, (5.1)

where the dominating external error comes from the normalization mode branching ratio.
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Figure 4: Ke4 branching ratio for ten statistically independent sampleseach averaged over both kaon
charges. The hatched band shows the experimental error(σexp = σstat ⊕ σsyst). The total error (shaded
band) includes the external error.

TheK00
e4 branching ratio, inclusive of radiative decays, can also be expressed as:

BR(K00
e4 ) = τK± · (|Vus| · fs)

2 · I3, (5.2)
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whereτK± is theK± mean lifetime (in seconds) andI3 is the integrated differential rate over the
3-dimensional space after substituting the form factor by its measured value, including radiative
effects and leaving out the|Vus| and fs constants. The value offs is then obtained from the measured
value of BR(K00

e4 ) and the integration result. Using (5.1) and the world average kaon lifetime value
(1.2380±0.0021)×10−8 s, the measurement of the form factor is now complemented by its overall
fs normalization:

|Vus| · fs = 1.372±0.003stat ±0.004syst ±0.008ext ,

corresponding tofs = 6.092±0.012stat ±0.017syst ±0.045ext ,

when using|Vus| = 0.2252±0.0009 [7]. The statistically significant difference from thefs value
obtained in theK+−

e4 mode [3] suggests to include in the form factor determination a more refined
modeling of the isospin breaking effects than the naive description used here.

6. Summary and prospects

From a sample of 66 000K00
e4 candidates with about 1% background, the NA48/2 experiment

has presented preliminary values of the branching ratio and form factor at percent level precision.
The observation of a cusp-like structure in the form factor variation withq2 can be explained by
final state charge exchange scattering in the correspondingK+−

e4 mode. From the same data sample,
bothK00

µ4 andK+−
µ4 modes could be observed potentially with a few thousand candidates exploring

the still uncharted world ofKµ4 decays.
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